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Variance Pomula for the Generalized Composite Estimator 

Under a Longitudinal Inlti-Level Rotation PLan 

ABSTRACT 

In a previous res’earch report (Cantwell 1988), we obtained variance 

formulae for the generalized composite estimator applied to surveys using 

a balanced one-level rotation plan. The Current Population Survey 

satisfies the requirements of that design. The Survey of Income and 

Program Participation and the National Crime Survey, however, operate 

under “multi- level” designs. In each month one of p different groups is 

interviewed. Respondents then answer questions referring to the previous 

p mtnths. Currently neither the SIPP nor NCS uses composite estimation 

to measure characteristics of interest. Ve derive simple expressions for 

the variance of the generalized composite estimator of level, change in 

level, and average level over time under longitudinal multi-level 

designs. The results apply to a wide range of survey designs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In SBD Report No. 88-26 (Cantwell 1988), variance formulae are derived 

for the generalized composite estimator under rotation plans satisfying 

the following conditions. First the period of reference for any 

interview is the current tiPre period only. Such a design has been 

labeled “one- level. I’ In addition, the rotation plan must be balanced- - in 

any period, a new rotation group enters the sample, and follows the same 

pattern of periods in and out of sample as every preceding group, before 

finally retiring from the sample. Rotation groups are allowed to leave 

the sample temporarily before returning. Examples of surveys employing 

balanced one-level rotation plans are the Current Population Survey of 

the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Labour Force Survey of Statistics 

Canada. 
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Many surveys operate under different designs. In the Survey of Income 

and Program Participation (SIPP), one of four different groups is 

interviewed each month, and respondents supply information on the 

previous four months. Under a different design, the National Crime 

Survey (NCS) alternately interviews one of six panels in any month, each 

group reporting crimes which occurred in the prior six months. See 

Nelson, Kclillen, and Kasprzyk (1984) and Bureau of Justice Statistics, 

NCS Report NCJ-111456 (1988) for further details on the designs of the 

SIPP and NCS, respectively. Adhering to terminology found in Volter 

(1979), we call these “multi-level” rotation plans to indicate that 

* several time periods before the current one are being referenced. 

Variance formulae which apply to balanced one-level designs no longer 

hold for multi-level plans. Further considerations arise. Suppose that 

ZA i is an estimator of some characteristic for month h obtained from the 

iti group in sample. Does the variance of xh i depend on how many months 

elapse before the group is interviewed? Ve think this is possible. Is 

the survey “longitudinal ,” that is, are groups in sample interviewed many 

times over an extended period. 7 Or is it “rotationally balanced,” in that 

groups are methodically entered, interviewed, and retired in a balanced 

pattern? 

This paper extends the results of SRD Report No. 88-26 to multi-level 

rotat ion plans. Restricting our attention to certain types of designs, 

we-derive the variances of generalized composite estimators of level and 

change in level. The formulae are determined for single time periods 

(such as months) and combinations (such as quarters or years). 

To facilitate reading, the sequence and notation of this report follow 

that of SRD Report No. 88-26 wherever possible. In Section 2, we discuss 

l ulti-level rotation plans, and specify which types are the focus of this 

report. Notation and previously used definitions are reintroduced. Our 

main results are stated in Theorems 1 through 3. 
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These theorem6 areproved in Section 3. Section 4 carries a discussion 

of eeveral topicsti interest, from the usefulness of composite 

estimation in CerWin surveys, to the complexities of some designs not 

covered in this x@ort. Pinally, we provide in an appendix several 

diagrams which iltistrate the process for an example where each group is 

interviewed evemfourth month. Included are depictions of the rotation 

plan with group -imates for different periods of time, and some of the 

general mathem#&al structures required to fill in the formulae given in 

the theorems. 

2. RESTRICTIOHS, IIOTATION AND RESULTS 

In SRD Report &.. 88-26, the term “rotation group” is used to denote the 

set of respond&s who enter the sample in a particular time period. To 

avoid confusiw in multi-level designs we call the entire set of people 

who are interv&wed in a given period a “panel.” This terminology is 

consistent wit&NCS, which employs six panels. On the other hand, the 

SIPP uses the label “rotation group” here, and calls the collection of 

these groups a “panel.” Ye avoid the term rotation group, for reasons to 

be seen short*, and use the word panel as defined above. 

Throughout this report, we will use “month” to denote the period of time 

(i) in which tierviews are done, and (ii) about which information is 

obtained. Thim is the period used in SIPP and NCS. However, our 

theorems and results extend to any period of time. Vhen data are 

compiled andjkr released to the public, “months” are often combined into 

quarters (of tie year) or years. 

Men considering one-level rotation plans, we allowed a rotation group to 

assume any sequence of inclusions and exclusions from the sample, 

provided the design was balanced. For a multi-level plan, however, 

because of nrcall bias, it makes little sense to allow “design gaps,” 

intermediate periods which are never referenced. 
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Consider an NCS panel which is interviewed in Hay and November. In 

November each respondent is asked about events or situations in Hay, 

June, July, August, September and October. Confusion may arise over 

which events occurred in April, and which in Hay. However, the previous 

interview in May, referencing November through April, can help place 

these events in the proper month. NCS goes so far as to conduct a 

preliminary “bounding interview” for those entering the sample. The 

responses from this initial meeting are not included in NCS estimates, 

but help to eliminate events which occurred before the reference period 

of the survey. 
. 

Suppose instead that a panel is interviewed every eight months and asked 

about the previous six, leaving gaps of two months after each interview. 

If a respondent confuses events which occurred six or seven months ago, 

the interviewer has no record to help determine the proper month. For 

this reason, and because we are not acquainted with any multi-level 

surveys which incorporate design gaps, we will restrict our efforts to 

multi-level rotation plans where (i) the sample is made of p panels, (ii) 

each panel is interviewed every pth “month,” and (iii) the period of 

reference is the previous p months. 

At this point, the question of sample replacement must be addressed. Is 

each panel interviewed many times, with little or no concern for 

balancing the time-in-sample in an individual month? In any SIPP sample, 

each of the four panels (that is, SIPP “rotation groups”) is interviewed 

every fourth month through eight interviews, a period of almost three 

years. We might call such a design longitudinal, in that the panels 

could remain in sample indefinitely, and no attempt is made to balance 

any month’s time- in- sample. 

The design used in NCS, on the other hand, might be labeled “rotationally 

balanced. ” Each of the six panels is interviewed seven times, including 

the bounding interview. Within any panel there are seven rotation groups 

(although the group in sample for the first time is not used in the 
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estimation process), making a total of 42 panel-rotation groups in sample 

at any time. Afm each interview, the rotation group which has just 

been interviewed &r the seventh time leaves the sample, and a new one 

enters, so that %sta from any interview is balanced with respect to 

time- in- sample. Ihe Consumer Expenditure Quarterly Survey uses a similar 

balanced design--ach of three panels consists of five rotation groups 

(one is in sampk only for “bounding” purposes). 

Rotationally b&k’ted multi-level designs are obviously more involved. 

For any month -imates are available (eventually) from each of the 

* rotation groups i each of the panels. Realistic assumptions regarding 

the covariance structure and the various ways of combining these 

estimates grow sore complex, and will be addressed in a later report. 

Here we consider only “longitudinal” designs with p panels. For any 

month a single estimate is eventually obtained from each panel. Effects 

of time-in-sam@e, including bias, will not be considered. This is not 

to imply that a rotationally balanced design will not supply longitudinal 

information, o&y that the model we consider here is simpler. 

The interview ,Q& a panel will refer to the collective gathering of 

information in the assigned month from all sample units in that panel. 

For a pax-tic&r characteristic which is to be estimated, let z,, i denote 

the estimate of “monthly” level for month h from the panel which’is 

interviewed in month h+i, where i = 1, 2, . . . . P- It is clear that i 

me’asures the recall time, that is, the amount of time between the 

interview and the month of reference. In the appendix is a chart 

depicting the estimates zk i for a four-panel four-level design. In the 

diagram solid lines separaie estimates which are obtained in different 

interviews. The SIPP refers to these boundaries between the reference 

periods of clsrsecutive interviews as “seams .” 

Using this notation, zh l, Z~ 2, . . . . zh,p represent p estimates for 

month h obtained from thl! p paiels in different interviews. On the other 
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hand, =h,p’ ‘h+l,p-1’ l **’ =h+p-I,1 
denote estimates for p different 

months obtained from one panel in a single interview. 

The generalized composite estimator 

recursively as follows: 

(GCE) for “monthly” level is defined 

#h = E ‘i=h,i - kEb 
i=l i=l i’h-1, i + kY&1 3 

where k, the 0;‘s and the bigs may take any values subject to 0 < k < 1, 

E 
i=l Oi = 1, and E 

i=l 
bi = 1. At this time, neither the SIPP nor NCS 

* employs composite estimation. Each uses a simple average of the 

estimators (with appropriate adjustments) from the several panels for any 

given period of time. For greater detail on the GCE and how it compares 

in definition and computationally to other linear estimators, see Breau 

and Ernst (1983). 

As in the case of a one-level design, the covariance structure of the 

monthly panel estimators here is assumed to be stationary in time. But 

now the effect of recall time on response enters. It may be reasonable 

to assume that response variability changes, in fact, likely increases, 

with the amount of time between the interview and the point of reference. 

Ve postulate the following covariance structure: 

(i) var(zA,i) = di 2g2 for all h and i, where di > 0; 

(ii) Cov(zh,i,zh,j) = 0 for i # j, i.e., estimates for the same . 
. month from different panels are uncorrelated; and 

(iii) For r 2 0: Cov(z h iszh f j) = P,, ididj~2, if the tW0 2’S 

refer to the same’panel k months’apart; or 0, otherwise. 

Th P~,~ to be 1 for all i. (2) 

It may well be that dl < d2 < . . . 5 $, if response variability increases 

with recall time. For the correlation coefficient p, i, t counts the 

number of months between estimates %A i and 2A-r j. ihe index i 

indicates that the estimate for month’h is recorded from an interview in 
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month h+i. It mayoppear as if the subscript j in Zh-t,j plays no part 

in determining G&(x,,, i9zhWf,j .). However, there is only one value j, 

1 s j s p, for wh,&h the estimates 28 i and xhmr,j refer to the same 

panel. (This vati is j = modp(i+r-fj + 1, where modp(n) is the value of 

the integer n, &lo p.) Otherwise, the covariance is 0. 

The coefficients p,,i will likely decrease in r for fixed i, reflecting 

smaller correlawn as the separation between points in time grows. The 

effect of vary%g i for fixed r, though, is harder to predict, and may be 

related to the ,errvey conducted and the characteristic being enumerated. 

In some cases, At may be appropriate to replace P,,~, P,,~, . . . . P,,~ 

wit% a commom q. Alternatively, the values of the P,,~‘s for different 

i’s could de@ on how many times the relevant panel has been 

interviewed be%ween months h-r and h. Results will be stated with 

general correlztion coefficients pTti; the reader can make substitutions 

according to&s model or experience. 

Define the vertors a and b as (ul, u2, ..‘, and (bl, b2, . . . , 

respec&vely, from the coefficients in the GCE. The symbol I 

denotes the ,pp identity matrix. Let D be the pxp diagonal matrix with 

d,, d2, . ..9 Ip down the diagonal. Similarly, for any r 1 0, let I, be 

the p=p di al matrix with p, l, P,,~, . . . . P,,~ down the diagonal. 

‘Define the pp matrix J by: Ji, 1+l = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . . p-l; Jpl = 1; 

and J. . = 
a3 

0, otherwise. The general forms of the matrices J, D, and 1, 

are.showa k the appendix for p = 4. Finally, let 

f = jlt”l,J”. 
= 

In Section 3 we will prove that the sum in (3) converges. 

We state ,several theorems, and leave the proofs to Section 3. All 

results apply to the limiting case where panels have been in sample long 

enough toeliminate the effect of phasing in the sample. If the P,,~‘s 
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decrease rapidly with r, or if k is relatively small, the “steady-state” 

arrives soon. Th-is point is discussed in greater detail in Section 4. 

T~EOLEY 1. If the GCE of level is defined as in (l), and the covariance 

structure of (2) holds, then 

Var(Yh) = g2 (aTgo + k2bTD2(b-2a) + 2(r-k2b)TD#D(a-b)) / (l- k2) 

(4) 

Notice that when one uses an unweighted average of the estimates for 

month h from the p panels, k = 0, f = 0, and ai = l/p for i = 1, 2, . ..) 
* 

p. Then Var(yk) = (c2/p2) E di2, as expected. 
i=l 

TKEOKEY 2. Let Yh - Yh- 1 be the GCE estimator of “monthly” change. 

(i) If k = 0, then Var( yk - yk- l) = 2r2aTD( I-I,J) Da; 

(ii) if 0 < k < 1, then Var(yk - yk- l) 

= r2{aT$a + k2bTD2b - 2kaTDf,JDb}/k - (l-k)2Var(yh)/k 

(5) 

Often of interest are the average over a certain period of time, for 

example, a quarter or a year, the difference in these averages from one 

period to the next, or even the difference in “monthly” level for two 

months a year apart. Denote by Sk t the sum of the GCE’s for the last t 

months : 
Sh,t = Yh + Yh-1 + l ** 

+ ;k-t+l’ t 2 1. Note that $k,t is 

defined slightly differently here than in SBD Report No. 88-26. Commonly 

used values of t include three, four, and twelve. Ve will leave it to 

the’user to divide $k t by f if he desires an average rather than a sum. 
9 

THEOREM 3. The expressions Sk *, yk - yk+ and sk,i - sh-t,t can be 
9 

written as Z v .Tz i=. z h-i’ where, for any of these expressions, uo, vl, 

v2, . . . is a sequence of pxl nonrandom vectors. In particular, 
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(i) for sk,-t: 

I + [(k - k”l)/(l-k)] (a-b), i = 0, 1, . .., t-l, 
vi = 

[kief(k - kt”)/(l-k)](a-b), i = t, t+l, t+2, . . . . 

(ii) for gk - y,,t: V. = 6, wt = k$x-b) - a, and 

ki(, b), i = 1, 2, . . . . f-l, 
uj = 

-ki-‘(1 - k*)(s-b), i = t+l, t+2, t+3, . . .; and 

(iii) for $k,l - sk-t,t: 
w 

u + I’:+; ki+‘)/(!-k)](a-b), i = 0, 1, . . ., t-l, 

a tlj = [(2k - - k - ka”~/(l-k)I(O~b~ ; 

- [ki-2t+‘(l- kt)2/(1- k)] (a-b), : 

ai 
+ 9 

1 
. . . . 

= 2;, 2t+1, . . . 

2t-1, 

In each of the three cases, Var( iiomiTzk-i ) 
= 

= lT2{ iv. TD%j 
P 

+ 2 x VjT 
a 

j=o z 
I: Dt,J”D v~,~ ) 

i=O n=l 
(6) 

The sums in (6) converge because, in the three parts of the theorem, vi 

is proportional to ki(a-b) for i 2 2t. 

2 3. DEPIVATIONS OF TEE TBEOBEMS 

The proofs of the theorems just stated sometimes resemble the proofs of . 
related theorems in SBD Report No. 88-26. Ye have retained the 

similarities wherever possible to emphasize how closely the two designs 

are structured, and to facilitate the reading of the proofs by one who is 

familiar with the former report. 

The letter p is used to denote the number of panels as well as the number 

of months about which information is obtained during any interview. J is 

the pxp matrix with l’s for J12, J23, . . . . Jp-l,p, and Jp,l, and O’s 

everywhere else. It is easily seen that, if B is any n=p matrix 
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comprising p ngl vectors (ul, s2, . . . . sp) , then UJ = ( sp, sl, s2, . . . , 

s~-~), That is, postmultiplication by J moves the last column to the 

front, and moves each remaining column back one position. Therefore, the 

product J2 has l’s for components (1,3), (2,4), . . . . (p-2,p), (p-1,1), 

and (~~2). The pattern for general r follows. The pth power of J is 

Jp = I, and the cycle begins again with Jp” = J. The form of J and I’ 

are illustrated in the appendix for p = 4. 

Vectors are formed out of the estimates obtained from the different 

p?els referring to the same month. For any month h, let xh be the pxl 

vector (Zh,lp ⌧h,2� l a9 ⌧h,p) 

T of estimates. D was defined as the pxp 

matrix with dl, d2, . . . . dp down the diagonal and O’s elsewhere. The 

first two parts of (2) giving the covariance structure of the estimates 

imply that Var( zh) = 02p2 for all 6. 

For any r 2 0, the pxp matrix I, has correlation coeeficients p, l, 

pr12, . . . . P,,~ on the diagonal, and O’s elsewhere. From part thiee of 

(2) we deduce that cov(zhszh-l) = c2DllJD. This follows as the nonzero 

components of J indicate the pairs of estimates, one from month h and one 

from h-l, which arise from the same panel. The other matrices in the 
I product ensure that (a) for i = 1, 2, . . . . p-l, the (i,i+l) component is 

02pl ididi+l, and (b) the (~$1) component is 
I 

g2pl ,pdpdl l 

. 

The matrix .? was shown to have l’s for the components (1,3), (2,4), . . . . 

(P-2,~), (P-L% and (~,2). The same development as above implies 

h+,,x~-2) = 02D12 30. In general, 

co~(~h9~h-,) = f12Dt,.fD9 for r = 0, 1, 2, . . . . and all h. (7) 

As r increases, Jr was seen to run through a cycle of p matrices, that 

is, it never dies out. However, the correlation coefficients in I, may 
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well approach 0 as Tincreases, and the covariance terms would become 

arbitrarily small: 

In (3) the matrix # was defined as C k”l,J”. The ijth cell, Qij, is 
n=l 

then an infinite mum of terms. Its pattern can be demonstrated by 

showing a couple mf cells: 

4 412 = %*l + p+l~p+l,l 
+ k2Pt1 i kpm+lPpm+lJ; PZp+l,l + l ** = m=O 

3P 
a Iii = &F~, i + k2pp2p, i + k pgp, i + -.- = 

Fol general p, i, and j, we can write 

s 
9 ij = Ak”ps, i, where u = pm+l+modp(p-i+j-1). 

To show that &e sum in (3) converges, it suffices to show that the sum 

of terms in :mry cell uij converges absolutely. Because the correlation 

coefficients b,, i are less than or equal to 1 in absolute value for any r 

and i, it is easily seen from the expression of 4.. 23 
above that 

5 k”, which converges. If k or the 

the convergence will be rapid. 

. 

The generalized composite estimator was written in (1) as 

‘ Yb = E k bizb-l,i + kYh-l E 
i,loi*b,i - i=l 

Vriting t&s in vector form and substituting repeatedly: 

Yh = aT%,, - kbTzb-l + kYh-l 

= OTI b - kbTQ + k(@TZh-l - kbTzh-2 + kYh-2) 

= fz, + k(o-b)Tzh-l - k2 bTZhm2 + k2vh_z 

= STS, + k( .-b)TZb-l - k2 bTQ2 

+ k2(OTZbe2 - kbTzh-3 + kYk-3) 
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= tbTz, + t(tl-b)TZh_l + k2(a-b)Tzhe2 - k3 bTzhe3 + k3V&3 

= . . . 

= aTsb + k(o-b)Toh-l + k2(a-b)TZh-2 + k3(a-b)TZh-3 + . . . 

= .T=h ~ (o-a~T i 
i=l 

k’Z*_i 

Proofs of the t-ems follow from the results in (7) and (8) S 

PkOOP OF TXEOrPa$.. 
. 

Var(yh) = l Tvar ( zh) a + (o-b)T F k2iVar(Zh-i) (a-b) 
i=l 

a al * 
+ 2 ~Tiflk*~d~j,,~hws 4 (a-b) 

+ 2 (~-b)Tl~i<S ki”COV(~k_i,~h_j)(~-b) 

t 2 r202 a + (o-b)T i si a2D2 (u-b) . . 
i=l 

+ 2 aT “c ki c2DtiJiD 
i=l 

(a-b) 

+ 2 (o-b)Titlk2” ii! 
j=i+- 

j&i t~~D1 
1 

j-iJj-iD (o-b) 

(8) 

= I 2 ( aTD% + (a-b)TD2(o-b) k2/(1- k2) 

+ 
. 

2 ~TD [ i~lkilili] D(o-b) 

+ 2 (ta-b)TD i;lk2i [ i kntnJn] D( a-b) } (9) 
n=l 

(D 
Recall agati that t = I: k’l,J”. Both expressions in brackets in (9) 

n=l 
are equal %4i 4. Using the fact that D is symmetric, line (9) can be 

rewritten as: 

tT2 ( TD% + a (o-b)TD2(ta-b) k2/(1-k2) + 2 oTBfD(r-b) 

+ 2 (o-b)TD#D(o-b) k2/(1-k2) } 
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= 3 ( :(&k2)fj?. + k2(aTD2a - 2bTD2a + bTD2b) 

* 2(1- k2) aTDgD(o-b) 

+ 2k2 [aTDgD(o-b) - bTDtD(o-b)] } / (I- k2) 

= q2 ( ~%?a + k2CTD2(b-2a) + 2(a-k2b)TDtD(a-b) } / (I-k2)* 

and the theorem k proved. 

PROOF OF TBEOUM 1. Jf k = 0, yh 
T 

= aTzn and flh-1 = 4 zh-l. From prior 

results regarding the stationarity of the covariance, 

Var(yh) = v”(Yh-l) = JP2D?l = tr2tsT2a. 

* The estimator Of “month- to-month” change is yh - #h-l = aTZh - aTZhel ’ 

Its variance is 

‘var(yh - &I) = 2g2fD2a - 2aT~‘DtlJDo = 2c2aTD(H1J)Da. 

IfO<k<l, #b = oTz,- kbTzh-l + kYh-l 5 yh + kYh-1, (10) 

where lb is defited as Tz, kbTzhml. 

yh) aTe282 + - 

= ( + - } 

It from that 

Var bh) = Var(Yh) + k2varbh-l) + 2kCov($Yh-l) 

= yar(uj,) + k2var(yh) + 2k~ov(~~,yh-l), and thus 

2Wyh9Y&1) = (l/k) ( (l- k2)var(yh) - Var( f,,) } 

No;swe can write lh - Yha.1 = yh + kYh-l - Yh-1 = yh - tl- k)Yh-l’ 

WYh - #b-l) = v=(ih) + (l-k)2var(yh-l) - 2(1-k)Cov(~hdh-l) 

= Var(yh) + (1-k)2var(yh) 

- (l-k)(l/k) ( (1-k2)v=(vh) - Var(uh) ) 

= [l + (l-k)/k] Var(rk) + [(l-k)2 - (l/k)(l-k)(l-k2)] Var(yh) 

= (l/k) Var (lb) + (1/k)(1-k)2[k - (l+k)J Var(gb) 

= Vu(Yk)/k - (I- k)2var(Yb) /k 
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Substituting from (11) finishes the proof: 

= 3{ a%2a + k2bTD2b - 2kaTDl,JDb}/k - (1-k)2var(yh)/k 

PROOF OF TNEOlEM 3. To start, the variance of the general summation 

m 
C ‘:“h-i is easily derived. 

i=O 
* T 

wi~o~j gE-j) "c P.TVW(Z*-i)Vj 
= 

= i=. 1 + 2 ~ ~ viTCOV(zh-i,'h-j)'~ 
O<i<j 

. 
TD% + 2 LT “c D+,JnDvi+,, ) 

g j=O ’ n=l 

In 6e remainder of the proof, we need only show that the sums and 
m 

differences specified in the theorem can be expressed as 
T 

iflovi =h-i’ 
with 

the sequence of vi ‘s as given in parts (i) through (iii). 

(i) Sk t was defined as yk + yh-1 + . l . + yhml+l, forany t 2.1. The 

vector; wo, PI% 9 l ** 

can be determined by introducing yk-1 terms one 

at a time. 

T 
Yh + Yh-1 = 4 =h - kbTzbwl + kYhml + yh-1 

T 
= Of - b kbTzh-l + (l+k)(aTZh-l - kbTZhm2 + kYh-2) 

= &,, + zh-1) + k(tZ-b)TZh-l - (k+k2)bTzhe2 + (ktk2)Yh-2 

Continuing, 

’ yh + Yh-1 + Yh-2 = aTb, + z&1 ) + k(tt-b)TZh-l - (k+k2)bTZhs2 

+ (l+k+k2)(eTxke2 - kbTZhs3 + kY& 

= &, + =hm.l + =h-2 ) + k(o-b)Tzh-l + (k+k2)(.-b)Tzh-2 

- (ktk2tk3) bT,,,3 + (k+k2+k3)yhm3 

Including al1 t terms, 
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yh + l ** + Yh-t+l = I(%, + . . . + zh-t+l) + kb-b)Tzh-l 

+ (k+k2).(ad)Tzhm2 + . . . + (k+k2+ 0.. + k t-1) (“-b)Tzhet+l 

- (k+k2+ . . . t it)bTZhet + (k+k2+ . . . + kt)Yh-t 

But according to (8) 9 

(12) 

m * 

Yh-t = aTz,- t + (‘-b)Ti~lk*zh+~ 

The last two terms of (12) become 

. 
(ktk2t . . . + kt)[ (“-“jTzb-t + (‘-b)Tiflk’zh+i 1 

= (k+k2t . . . + k’) (o-bJT jitd-tzhvj 
= * 

Finally we can write (12) as 

y,, + . . . + Yb-t+l = I(z, + . . . + Zh-t+l ) + kb-b)TZh-l 

+ (k+k2) (O-b)TZh_z + . . . + (k+k2+ w. l + kt-l)(,_b)TZhmt+l 

+ (ktk2t . . . + kt)(o-b) T ~ Iri‘f2h_j (13) 
j=t 

Now it is apparent that: v. = o; wi = u + (k+k2+ . l 9 + kt)(o-b), for 

i = 1, 2, . . . . t-l; and “i = (k+k2+ . . . + k t )k i-t(a-b), for i = t, t+l, 

. . . The series of ui given in Theorem 3, part (i) are obtained by 

summing powers of k. 

(ii) The difference yh - yh-t can be replaced by the appropriate 

summat ions : 

yh - Y&t = OTzh + (o-b)T !i kiZhei - [aTzh-; + (a-b)TifIk’~h+i] 
i=l 

t-1 * 
= I%,, + (a- b)T [ iqlk’zh-i + ktzh-t + i=t+l “c kiZhei ] 

- oTZh_t - (o-b)T ~ 
j=t+l 

kj-‘,h_j 
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t-1 . 
= aTz, + &o-b)T c k’Zhmi + [k’(u-b) 

i=l 

+ fa-b)Ti-i+l(ki - kiat)zh-i 

From (14) the vetirs vi can be determined. 

alTzh- t 

(14) 

(iii) TO find th9 ~i’8 corresponding to Sk t - Sk-t t, one need only 7 
the vectors each sum, written 

part In the are: 

a 

rather 

0, areshified: = j-t. In Sh-t,t the vectors are: 

i 

u)-F- [(k - kj-‘+l)/(l- k)] (u-b), j = 2, ttl, . . . , 2t-1, 

9 = fi@-2t(k - kt”)/(l-k)](u-b), j = 2t, 2tt1, 2tt2, . . . 

Now the solutimn for Sh t - Sk-t,t can found subtracting 

appropriate from sum. i 0, . . t-l, the 

from is Vhen i = t+l, . . 

3 ( - - - }(a-b) a 

= _ - k)](a-b) a 

for = 2t+l, 2tt2, . . 

Vi 
{ - - i-2f(k kttl)]/(l-k) 

= i-2t(l kt)k(l k$‘(l-k)](o-b) 

+i-2tt’ - k)] 
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4. ADDITIONAL COBBENTS 

Several unrelated-topics are discussed in this section. Of primary 

importance is how useful these results are in actual surveys. In SRD 

Report No. 88-26, the examples mentioned include the Current Population 

Survey and Statistics Canada's Labour Force Survey. Each survey gathers 

data on labor force characteristics, such as work force and employed 

status. The correlations between rotation group estimates from one month 

to the next tend to be moderately positive, and beneficial to the 

implementation of composite estimation. Of course, the developments in 
. 

the report apply to any survey employing a balanced one-level rotation 

design. 
e 

The SIPP and NCS are the two examples mentioned most frequently in this 

report. Many of the characteristics measured in the NCS involving 

incidents of crimes may exhibit a negligible correlation in the panel 

estimates from one month to the next. If so, it would appear 

questionable whether the NCS could profit by using composite estimation 

rather than simple linear estimation from the months involved. We offer 

no argument here to the contrary. This point will be addressed in a 

subsequent report dealing with rotationally balanced multi-level rotation 

plans, which include the NCS design. 

On the other hand, the SIPP seeks information on income level, sources of 

income, program participation, and other items. For many of these, the 

corielations of interest may be large enough to make our results useful 

’ to the SIPP. As always, the theorems have been put in a form to be 

applicable to general surveys. 

A second matter to consider is the “steady-state” of affairs mentioned 

before the statements of the theorems in Section 2. By this we mean the 

limiting case where panels have been in sample long enough to eliminate 

the affect of phasing in the sample. Our claim is that assuming a 
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“steady- state’ from the beginning of the survey usually will not change 

the true variances by much. 

Consider as an exoaple a survey where each of four panels are interviewed 

every fourth montitbrongh eight interviews. The SIPP uses such a 

design. Data is accumulated from some or all of the panels for 35 

months. Suppose k is assigned a value of 0.5, and a composite estimate 

is desired for :m%mth 7. The first panel (note: the SIPP would call this 

the first rotatku group) contributes seven months of data up to this 

point: 4 r1,4~ !2,3, r3,2~ r4,1, 25,4’ r6,3~ and r7,2~ The last three 

estimates are n available until the interview in month 9. (See the 

chart in the amdix.) Similarly, from the fourth panel, estimates 

24,C =5,39 =6.,p and =7,1 are obtained during an interview conducted in 

month 8. 

The derivation .k (8), applied to month 7, starts with 

Y7 = aTz7 - kbTz6 + ky6, and concludes with 

y7 = aTz7 + ( a-b)T “c kiz7- i. 
i=l 

Obviously thene are no vectors z7-i for i greater than 6. In fact, only 

partial vectors are obtained for i = 4, 5, or 6. One remedy is to change 

the weights aand b, but only for zl, z2, and z3. 

I 

Let. zl = ( 0, 0, 0, 21 4)T, 22 = (0, 0, 22,3, ~2,4)~, and 23 = (0, 9 

‘3,2’ ‘3,3’ 1,4)T, the estimates available from months 1, 2, and 3. Ye 

define speciti coefficient vectors: al = (0, 0, 0, a14)T, b1 = (0, 0, 

0, b14)T, ‘“f = (0, 0, *23y 024)~) b2 = (0, 0, $3, b24JT, a3 = (0, 

a32, a33, agOT, b3 = (0, b32, b33, b34)T. In order to ensure that the 

estimators im all months are unbiased (if we ignore time-in-sample bias), 

4 4 
we require ‘that C a., = X b.. = 1, for i = 1, 2, and 3. It follows 

j=l ‘3 j=l *J 
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immediately that al4 = b,, = 1. Beyond the third month, a and b are 

selected as usual. Then 

y7 = aTz7 + (a-b)T g kiz7- i + k4(a3- b3)Tz3 + k5(a2- b2)Tz2 (16) 
i=l 

The only adjustment necessary in the variance formulae is to amend 

variances and covariances corresponding to 22, 26, and “nonexistent” 

terms. In (9), the expression 

aTVar(zh)a + 

= c2 { aT$a + (o-b)T$(a-b) k2/(1-k2) } 

is very close to the actual sum of variances components from (16): 

-tr2 { aTdLa + (k2 + k4 + &6)(a-b)T$(a-b) + k8(a3- b,)Tf?(a,- b3) 

+ k1’(a2- b2)Tg(a2- “2) 1 

Two expressions in (9) contain the matrix Q = ! k”l,J”, defined as if 
n=l 

all z7- i were sampled. It is not difficult to see that the actual sum of 

covariance components will again be slightly different from that obtained 

with an infinite sum approximation. Bowever multiplication by the 

correlation coefficients in I n, generally a bit smaller than one, will 

reduce the relative difference even more. 

Inall, the infinite sums used in the variance formula for y7 provide a 

good approximation to the actual variance. If a smaller value of k is 

used or a larger value of A is desired then this difference narrows even 

further. 

Another aspect to consider is the covariance structure laid out in (2). 

Our experience has led us to expect that, as recall time increases, so 

does response variability. This conclusion may be reasonable in 

demographic surveys, where respondents often supply information from 

memory. 
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Nevertheless it has been pointed out to us that a somewhat opposite 

effect may occur in some business surveys. It may be the case that, for 

a while, response-variability actually decreases with time. In some 

circumstances survey data are derived from records which may not be 

complete or sufficiently accurate for several months. Minimum variance 

in the responses might then be exhibited several months prior to the time 

of the interview. 

Vhether or not the variance of a panel estimator is a monotonic function 

of the recall time, the results in Section 2 are valid under the model 

- presented. No assumptions are made about the constants dl, d2, . . . . $, 

except that they are positive. Obtaining good approximations for the 

di’bis the responsibility of the individual using these results. 

A final point to raise is the difficulty of finding easily applied 

general formulae for a rotationally balanced multi-level rotation plan. 

Such a design is more symmetric than the longitudinal plan considered in 

this report in some aspects, including time-in-sample. For any month, 

estimates are eventually obtained from each panel, one panel recalling 

one month, another recalling two months, etc. Each panel comprises a set 

of rotation groups representing the entire range of times-in-sample. 

This symmetry is offset, at least computationally, by the more intricate 

pattern of correlations. For any month h and any i such that 1 < i < p, 

coosider the panel which is interviewed in month h+i. There is an 

estimate from the rotation group which is in sample for the first time 

(disregard any groups used only for bounding purposes). This value is 

correlated with estimates from the same group for the previous p-i 

months, but with nothing else. A second group is interviewed for the 

second time. Its estimate for month h is correlated with those for the 

prior 2p-i months. This pattern continues. 

Vhen the contributions and relationships of all the rotation groups in 

this panel have been sorted, one must bring in those from the other 
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panels. Because each panel is interviewed in a different month, the 

corresponding covariances may be different. The entire process, although 

balanced and well-structured, is more intricate. This fact is reflected 

in the variance formulae for the generalized composite estimators of 

level and change. Ye plan to address these in a forthcoming report. 
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APPENDIX 

Design Layout of Estimates For Several Months From p Panels, p = 4 

lONTH 

1 
1 

2 

3 

. 4 

5 

6 * 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 -, 

16 

PANELS -) 1 

194 

‘2,3 

‘3,2 

:4,1 

:5,4 

‘6,3 

‘7,2 

‘8,l 

E9,4 

?o,: 

?1,: 

?2,: 

?3 ,d 

?4,; 

=15 ,I 

‘16, 

. 

. 

2 3 4 

‘2,4 

:3,3 

‘4,2 

t5,1 

GyT 

27,3 

‘8,2 

29,1 

?0,4 

?1,: 

?2,: 

=13, 

?4, 

%5, 

‘16, 

. 

. 

. 

:3,4 

:4,3 

‘5,2 

‘6,l 

c7,4 

‘8,3 

t9,2 

%O,l 

211,1 

?2,: 

?3 ,: 

?4, 

%5,, 

‘16, 

. 

. 

. 

:4,4 

:5,3 

‘6,2 

?7,1 

c8,4 

c9,3 

?o,: 

?l,I 

?2,! 

?3,: 

?4,: 

?5, 

=16,4 

. 

. 

. 

Note: zh i denotes the estimate Of “monthly” level for month h from the 

panel whilh is interviewed in month h+i. Solid horizontal lines separate 

estimates which are obtained in different interviews. 
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